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The old man and young man were driving the back roads all the way to the lake. They
had the windows rolled down and the rear window slid open to let the breeze move
throughout the cab of the truck. It was late July and the goldenrod was up all around,
rising like a tide that covered much of the rolling landscape. Even over the sound of the
gravel and wind, the insect static was loud and constant. The weather was hot and shade
was scarce on these plains, but they would soon arrive at the Mile Lake, as it was known.
It was an old strip mine, gleaned of its coal and filled with sixty feet or more of cool,
clear water. The fish stayed down deep during the day and moved up into the shallows
after dark.

The old man and young man frequented this lake and sent baits back and forth between
boat and bank nearly a thousand times an evening. They caught many bass, but kept
none. They fished for the sport of it. To try to catch bigger and bigger fish. They would
make jokes about how big the fish were. This one’s all swole-up like a football. This one
here could swaller a cue ball. They always threw them back.
How can I get to Act II, wherein the old man tells his story?
The man in the wrong starts yellin’ in defense of his actions, supposin’ that if he hollers
loud enough, it might make him right. Or at least make him look that way. So my daddy’s
hollerin’ back at him and they’re both shakin’ their hands up above their heads. The man
that wrecked us shoves my daddy and sends him stumblin’ backwards, but he no more
than quits stumblin’ back before he’s heading right back at that man. He looked like he
was on the end of a great big rubber band, stretched to its limit and bounding back fast
and hard. That one, great motion ended with a punch to that man’s jaw. He went down
hard and stayed down a bit, too. My daddy come over to check on me, asking if I’m okay.
It was all over, or at least, should have been. But that other fella' come up with a knife
and stuck my daddy in his side, collapsin’ a lung. And he realized what he’d done, too.
Started apologizin' up and down. He didn’t mean to, he didn’t mean to. That’s what
people say when they do mean to, but don’t take a pause to think on if they really should.
Three generations of men, whose stories mirror one another’s, navigate evolving notions
of masculinity, duty, strength, sensitivity, etc. The boy is the son, not the boy. The boy is
a man.
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